
 
June 11, 2018 

Dear Respective Donor, 

This year we have set our sights on venturing further into the great outdoors! We want to see 

people with disabilities empowered by the mind, body and soul benefits that are associated 

with time spent in the fresh outdoor air engaged in various sports and recreation. We are 

reaching out to you because we need your help. 

We are Global Opportunities Unlimited, a New Mexico based not for profit organization that 

has for over a decade persisted with a perpetually ongoing mission to improve the lives of 

people living with disabilities in New Mexico. Children, veterans, and other disabled New 

Mexicans all qualify for our programs, and we are honored to serve them. 

Accompanied with this letter is information on two of our biggest projects ever. First is a 

therapeutic recreation project that aims to specifically benefit disabled persons health through 

the engagement of outdoor adaptive activities. The other is a project underway in the Jemez 

Mountains where we are modifying the bank of a two acre fishing pond so that there is 

wheelchair access. The pond will serve as a hub for a variety of mountainous adaptive activities. 

To make all of this possible, we will be hosting our annual banquet dinner on Friday, August 24, 

2018.  Our goal is to raise $20,000 in community support. To do this, we are soliciting monetary 

donations and silent auction items to be sold at our dinner. Your support will provide life 

changing direct assistance to the disabled community in New Mexico. 

Thank you so much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dustin Berg 
Executive Director 
 

ATTEND>VOLUNTEER>DONATE         *         (505)480-2374         *          WWW.GOUNLIMITED.ORG 
 

Global Opportunities Unlimited, P.O. Box 10717, Albuquerque, NM 87184 
 

Global Opportunities Unlimited, Inc. is a 501 ( c ) ( 3 ) non-profit organization. Your donation is tax deductible as 
allowed by law. 

 
 

http://www.gounlimited.org/


 

Therapeutic Recreation 

In the thirteen years since its formation Global Opportunities Unlimited Inc. has been 

continually developing the range of services that it offers to the Disabled Community of New 

Mexico. In late fall of this year it will be able for the first time to offer a complete end - to - end 

service including transporting participants to the location of their chosen activity. This is 

possible due to Grant Funding received from the Neilsen Foundation for the acquisition of a 

fully accessible Bus, that can accommodate passengers in wheelchairs and able bodied 

assistants. Opportunities include but are not limited to: archery, fishing, hand-cycling, wildlife 

viewing, skiing, kayaking, Isotope baseball games, Balloon Fiesta, Bosque Del Apache National 

Wildlife Refuge, Albuquerque Zoo, Albuquerque Natural History Museum, Coronado Historic 

Site, Rio Grande Nature Center State Park, Albuquerque Aquarium and Botanical Gardens and 

various shows expos fairs and events.  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Jemez Mountain Adaptive Adventures 

On June 8, 2018, Dennis Trujillo, a local landowner in Jemez Springs, and Dustin Berg, CEO of 

Global Opportunities Unlimited, a qualified charitable organization, signed a two year 

agreement for the improvement and use of Dennis’ La Cueva pond for fishing events for 

mobility limited anglers.  Mobility limited anglers include disabled and infirm people, wounded 

veterans, many seniors, and anyone else who has limited ability to walk. The pond will serve as 

a monthly launch location for a variety of mountainous adaptive activities such as: camping, 

fishing, wildlife viewing and trail riding. The shoreline is to be modified for wheelchair 

accessability.  

 

 


